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AP-014 COMPUTER NETWORK ACCESS AND USAGE
1.

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
The CNWRA operates a computer network to support work performed on behalf of the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) under Contract No. NRC-02-93-005.
The network is composed of approximately eighty Sun, IBM, Macintosh, and Silicon
Graphics computers on two physical ethernet segments. Network connections are
maintained to the NRC and to Southwest Research Institute, which provides access to
off-campus networks such as Texas Higher Education Network (THENet), the National
Science Foundation network (NSFnet), and the Internet.
The terminology used in this policy tends to reflect that of the UNIX operating system,
which is used on many of the systems on the network. However, the policy applies to all
computer systems connected to the network, regardless of their operating system or
manufacturer. As used in this policy statement, the term "CNWRA" refers both to the
resources making up the network and to the group of staff members responsible for the
operation of those resources.

2.

3.

DEFINITIONS
Internet

A collection of Internetworked Networks. More commonly used to refer to
the global network that is the outgrowth of combining Arpanet and
NFSNet (high-speed backbone networks spanning the U.S. continent) and
regional networks (THENet, SURANet, etc).

NSFNet

The high-speed (currently T-3) network built and operated under National
Science Foundation Grants to link major U.S. research universities.

ARPANet

A research network funded by the Advanced Research Projects Agency to
build and test networking protocols for military networks. The results of
the research include some protocols of the TCP/IP protocol suite,
packet-switch network theory, and battlefield network technology.

ACCESS TO CNWRA FACILITIES
3.1

The facilities of the CNWRA are made available to staff members at the time of
their employment. Facilities are made available, as appropriate, to consultants and
other temporary employees to perform project work at the request of the Element
Manager responsible for that work.

3.2

Only properly authorized persons may access CNWRA facilities; proper
authorization is provided by CNWRA in the form of an account issued in the name
of the authorized person. To receive access, the person's Element Manager
should request account(s) and computer resources from the Director of
Information Management Systems (IMS).
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A user is responsible for not permitting any other person, including other

authorized users, to access CNWRA facilities through his or her account.
4.

USER RESPONSIBILITIES
A user of the network has the following responsibilities.
4.1

Each user is responsible for any and all activity initiated in or on CNWRA facilities
by his or her account.

4.2

Each user is responsible for selecting a secure password for his or her account,
and for keeping that password secret at all times. Passwords should not be
written down, stored on-line, or given to others.
Passwords should be selected based upon the following guidelines:
*

DON'T use your login name in any form (as-is, reversed, capitalized,
doubled, etc.)

*

DON'T use your first, middle, or last name in any form. Don't use any
nicknames you have.

*

DON'T use your spouse's or children's name.

*

DON'T use a word contained in English or foreign language dictionaries,
spelling lists, or other lists of words.

*

DON'T use a password of all digits, or all the same letter.

*

DON'T use a password shorter than seven characters.

Some examples of "bad" passwords: fredl, goliath, worddrow, aaaaa, black7.
*

DO use a password with mixed case letters (not just initial capital, but
with capitals in the middle).

*

DO use a password with embedded digits and punctuation characters.

*

DO use a password that is easy to remember, so that you do not need to
write it down.

Some examples of "good" passwords: 25or6to4, soCCerbLL, c#maJr, 8*7&6',
et@joS.
4.3

Passwords will be checked by the system administrator with a password cracking
program. Users will be notified if their password is guessed and they will be
responsible for selecting a more secure password.
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4.4

Users are responsible for reporting any system security violation, or suspected
system security violation, to the Director of IMS immediately.

4.5

Users who borrow hardware, software, or documentation from CNWRA (e.g.
laptop computers) are responsible for the proper care of that equipment, and for
returning it in a timely fashion.

4.6

Users are responsible at all times for using the CNWRA facilities in a manner that
is ethical, legal, and not to the detriment of others.

CNWRA RESPONSIBILITIES
The CNWRA, will in general, do what is necessary within legal and ethical bounds to
carry out its responsibility to keep the computing resources operating and available.
5.1

The networked computer environment of the CNWRA is a facility provided to
staff to enable them to accomplish project work. There is an acknowledged
trade-off between the privacy of a user, and the need of the CNWRA to gather
necessary information to ensure the continued functioning of this resource.

5.2

The CNWRA at all times has an obligation to maintain the privacy of a user's files,
electronic mail, and printer listings to the best of its ability.

5.3

In the normal course of system administration, the CNWRA may have to examine
files, electronic mail, and printer listings to gather sufficient information to
diagnose and correct problems with system software, or, with reasonable cause
for suspicion, to determine if a user is acting in violation of the policies set forth
in this document. CNWRA will have root access to all systems. This means that
CNWRA may see some of your files or data while diagnosing a problem but has
the obligation not to disclose or discuss the contents of your files.

5.4

In order to protect against hardware and software failures, backups of all data
stored on CNWRA facilities are made on a regular basis. The CNWRA may need
to examine the contents of these backups to gather sufficient information to
diagnose and correct problems with system software, or, with reasonable cause
for suspicion, to determine if a user is acting in violation of the policies set forth
in this document, subject to item 5.2 above.

5.5

With reasonable cause for suspicion, the CNWRA will monitor any and all aspect
of a system, including individual login sessions, to determine if a user is acting in
violation of the policies set forth in this document, subject to item 5.2 above. For
example, if a system administrator observed a user running a password cracking
program there would be cause to scan the user's directory space for encrypted
and "cracked" password lists.
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5.6

The CNWRA may alter the priority or terminate the execution of any process that
is consuming excessive system resources or objectionably degrading system
response. CNWRA will notify the user, or the user's element manager if the user
is not available, prior to taking any such action.

5.7

The CNWRA will remove or compress disk files which are consuming large
amounts of disk space if there is a critical shortage of storage on a system.
CNWRA will notify the user and work with the user to identify alternative storage
prior to taking action.

5.8

The CNWRA may terminate login sessions that have been idle (unused) for long
periods of time, in order to free resources. This applies particularly to limited
resources such as dial-in connections. The definition of a "long period" of time
may vary from system to system, depending on resource availability.

5.9

The CNWRA has the responsibility to provide advance notice of system shutdowns, maintenance, upgrades, or changes so that users may plan around periods
of system unavailability. However, in the event of an emergency, the CNWRA
may shut down a system with little or no advance notification. Every effort will be
made to give users a chance to save their work before the system is taken out of
service. Examples of such emergencies include thunderstorms causing power loss
and a "hung" system that will not respond to system commands.

5.10

The CNWRA has the responsibility to report any violations of state law or federal
law pertaining to the use of computer facilities to the appropriate authorities.

5.11

CNWRA will automatically scan computers for viruses and/or tampered files.
Infected files will be removed automatically. Corrupted systems will be isolated
from the network and rebuilt from distribution media and backups before being
reconnected to the network.

GOOD PRACTICES
The CNWRA facilities are provided for use by staff in support of project work. Staff are
responsible for seeing that these computing facilities are used in an effective, efficient,
ethical, and lawful manner.
6.1

Many resources, such as disk space, CPU cycles, printer queues, batch queues,
login sessions, and software licenses, are shared by all users. No user may
monopolize these resources.

*

Users should consume as little disk space as practical, making use of available
means for compressing files and archiving unused files off-line.

*

Users should not load the system in such a way that others cannot perform useful
work, by making appropriate use of batch queues and job priorities.
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*

Users should relinquish shared licensed software when no longer using the
shared license.

*

The resources of workstations located in public labs should be respected;
jobs may not be run that would interfere with the use of that workstation
by the person sitting at the keyboard.

CNWRA Facilities are Provided for Project Use.
*

Software should be used in accordance with the provision of its license.

*

CNWRA facilities may not be used for any personal activity that is
commercial in nature.

Users may not intentionally develop or use programs which harass other users of
the system.
*

Staff should not develop self-replicating code (i.e. viruses or worms).

*

Users may not intentionally develop or use programs which attempt to
bypass system security mechanisms, steal passwords or data, or "crack"
passwords.

*

Users may not intentionally develop or use programs that attempt to
consume all of an available system resource (memory, swap space, disk
space, network bandwidth, etc.).

*

Users may not intentionally develop or use programs designed to replicate
themselves or attach themselves to other programs, commonly called
worms or viruses.

*

Users may not intentionally develop or use programs designed to evade
software licensing or copying restrictions.

Files owned by individual users are to be considered as private, whether or not
they are accessible by other users.
*

The ability to read a file does not imply permission to read that file. Files
belonging to individuals are to be considered private property.

*

Under no circumstances may a user alter a file without prior permission of
the file's owner. The ability to alter a file does not imply permission to
alter that file.
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Computer systems are generally open to perusal and investigation by users. This
access must not be abused either by attempting to harm the systems, or by
stealing copyrighted or licensed software.
*

System-level files (not owned by individuals) may be used and viewed for
educational purposes if their access permissions so allow.

*

Most system-level files are part of copyrighted and licensed software, and
may not be copied, in whole or in part.

*

The same standards of intellectual and academic honesty and plagiarism
apply to software as to other forms of published work.

*

Making copies of software having a restricted-use license is theft. So is
figuring out how to "beat" the license..

6.6

Although each user has a right to freedom of speech, harassing or defamatory
material may not be sent via electronic mail or posted to electronic bulletin boards
and news groups.

6.7

CNWRA facilities and network connections may not be used for the purposes of
making unauthorized connections to, breaking into, or adversely affecting the
performance of other systems on the network. The ability to connect to other
systems via the network does not imply the right to make use of or even connect
to these systems unless properly authorized by the owners of those systems.

6.8

Users should practice good manners when participating on the Internet.

6.8.1

Electronic Mail (email)
*

Mail is not secure. Never include in any email message anything you want
to keep private.

*

Mail takes up space. It is best not to save every message you receive.

*

Be careful when sending replies - make sure you are responding to a group
when you want to send to a group, and to an individual when you want to
send to an individual.

*

Include a signature which contains methods by which others can contact
you.

*

Let senders know you've received their mail, even if you cannot respond
in depth immediately. Senders want to know that their mail has not been
lost.
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NOT SEND MESSAGES IN ALL CAPITALS. It looks like you are

shouting.
6.8.2

Internet Mailing Lists and Usenet News Groups

An Internet mailing list is an automated email "discussion groups" organized around a
subject. A member wishing to participate sends an email to the list server which forwards
that email to all members of the list. Responses to items may be made to the entire group
(through the mail server) or directly with the original submitter. Mailing lists use the same
standard mail reader and protolcol (SMTP) as ordinary email. A Usenet news group is
similar, except that a news reader which understands the Network News Transport
Protocol (NNTP) is used to compose and read messages (called "posts").
*

Disclaim speaking for CNWRA, SwRI, or NRC. Note that your email
address (xxx.cnwra.swri.edu) shows you are posting from CNWRA.
Therefore state that your views are your views and yours alone.

*

Remember that some people have to pay for each byte of data they
receive. Keep messages to the point without being so terse as to be rude.
When including text on a reply, delete anything not specific to your point.

*

Obey copyright laws.

*

Be careful when replying to a mailing list. The whole mailing list does not
want to hear that you are going on vacation.

*

Do not post personal messages to a group.

*

Do not post messages anonymously. This is viewed as bad form by the
Usenet community. Stand up for what you say.

*

Make sure that the subject of your message is clearly stated in the
Subject: line.

*

Join lists or monitor news groups only after giving thought to how much
time these activities absorb.

*

Be sure to read the FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) before you start
posting to a group.

*

If provoked, do not send angry messages (flames) without waiting
overnight. If you receive a flame, do not go overboard. Not everyone is as
polite as you are.
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File Transfer - FTP

Files are tranfered between machines using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP). FTP is used
to copy files from a specific directory on one computer to a specific directory on another
computer. You must have an account on the other computer, or that computer must
support anonymous FTP. Anonymous FTP is an account named "anonymous" that
accepts any password (use of your email address as the password is requested). Usually,
the anonymous account is limited in functionality and provides access only to files that
are public.

6.8.4

*

Do not ftp to any machine on which you do not have an account or which
does not advertise anonymous ftp services.

*

Observe working hours for ftp sites. Most sites request you NOT ftp
between 8-5 local time.

*

Try not to ftp during CNWRA local hours.

*

Use archie to find the closest geographical ftp site for a particular file.

*

Do not ftp on the off chance "you will need it someday." Conversely, do
not hunt around for "neat stuff" to ftp. Delete anything that you find you
do not need. You can always ftp it later.

*

Use your real email address as a password on anonymous ftp servers.

TELNET

Telnet provides an interactive session with another computer. Telnet emulates a terminal,
such as a DEC VT100 or VT220, and allows terminal specific display of a command
session. A telnet sessions allows the startup of X-Windows based applications.

7.

*

Do not telnet to machines on which you have no account. Do not attempt
to telnet into anonymous ftp servers.

*

Observe any posted restrictions on the machine you are telnetted to.

*

Do not try to telnet to miscellaneous ports; use only authorized ports for
access.

SOFTWARE COPYRIGHTS AND LICENSES
The software used on CNWRA facilities is operated under license agreements with AT&T,
Sun Microsystems, Apple Computer, IBM Corporation, and others.
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7.1

United States copyright and patent laws are written to protect the interests of
authors, inventors, and software developers in their products. Software license
agreements serve to increase compliance with copyright and patent laws. It is
against federal law and CNWRA policy to violate the copyrights or patents on
computer software. It is against CNWRA policy and may be a violation of state or
federal law to violate software license agreements.

7.2

The CNWRA's UNIX source code license binds each and every user to respect the
proprietary nature of the UNIX operating system and its source code. The
specifics of the operating system may not be taught, nor may the system or any
part thereof (including source code) be moved to, or copies released to any nonlicensed software.

7.3

Software in use on CNWRA facilities, unless it is stored in areas specifically
marked as containing copyable software, may not be copied to magnetic tape, or
hard or floppy disks. Backups are maintained by the CNWRA; users may not make
copies of licensed software. Licensed software may not be used on personal
(home) computers.

7.4

Source code for licensed software may not be included in software that is
released for use outside the CNWRA.
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COMPUTER NETWORK ACCESS AND USAGE
1.

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) operates a computer
network to support work performed on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), and other clients, under various contracts. The network is composed of Sun, IBM,
Macintosh, and Silicon Graphics computers/workstations on two physical ethernet
segments. Network connections are maintained to the NRC and Southwest Research
Institute (SwRI), which provide access to off-site networks such as Texas Higher
Education Network (THENet), the National Science Foundation network (NSFnet), and the
Internet.
Although the terminology used herein reflects that of the UNIX operating system, this
procedure applies to all computer systems connected to the network, regardless of their
operating system or manufacturer. As used in this procedure, the term "CNWRA" refers
both to the resources comprising the network and to the group of staff members
responsible for the operation of those resources.

2.

DEFINITIONS
ARPANet - A research network funded by the Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA) to build and test networking protocols for military networks. The results of the
research include such protocols as the transmission control protocol/internet protocol
(TCP/IP) suite, packet-switch network theory, and battlefield network technology.
Automated Information System (AIS) - Computer system used for processing information.
(Used synonymously with the terms "computer" and "computer system" within this
document).
Electronic Mail (email) - An asynchronous method of electronically transferring typed
messages (often including attachments, such as documents, slides, and pictures).
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) - Method (and program) used to transfer files between
computer systems. Used on both the CNWRA local area network (LAN) and connected
networks.
Information Management System (IMS) System Administrator - Employee, consultant, or
contractor charged with installation and maintenance of CNWRA computer systems.
Intellectual Property - Similar to, and superset of, copyright. Information produced or
licensed by a particular individual or institution. The right to control the use and release
the intellectual property is retained by the owner.
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Internet Mailing Lists - Automated discussion groups devoted to specific subjects, using
email as the communication medium. There are two basic types: (i) moderated, where a
moderator chooses which messages sent by participants will be forwarded to all other
participants; and (ii) unmoderated, wherein every message sent by every participant is
automatically forwarded to all participants.
Internet - A collection of internetworked networks. More commonly used to refer to the
global network that is the outgrowth of combining ARPANet and NFSNet [high-speed
backbone networks spanning the United States (U.S.) continent] and regional networks
(THENet, etc.).
NSFNet - The high-speed (currently T-3) network built and operated under National
Science Foundation Grants to link major U.S. research universities.
Staff member - Any employee of the CNWRA.
Telnet - Method (and program) used to connect to a remote computer system, as if using
a terminal directly attached to that system. Used on both the CNWRA LAN and connected
networks.
Usenet News Groups - Subject-oriented discussion groups. Subjects range from
discussions on the risks of computer systems in society, to highly technical discussions
on the secure shell program, to humor, to the obscene. Some news groups are
moderated, others are not.
User - Any authorized person (including staff members, consultants, contractors,
subcontractors, students, or guests) accessing and/or consuming CNWRA computer
resources. All instructions, procedures, and injunctions herein that refer to staff members
apply to all users.
3.

tIMrVvKA

ACCESS TO CNWRA FACILITIES
3.1

The facilities of the CNWRA are made available to staff members at the time of
their employment and are provided for use in support of project work. Facilities
are also made available, as appropriate, to consultants, subcontractors, and
temporary employees to perform project work at the request of the CNWRA
Element Manager (EM) responsible for that work. Staff members, along with their
consultants, subcontractors, and temporary employees will use the CNWRA
facilities in a manner that is ethical, legal, and not to the detriment of others.
Access to CNWRA computers is a privilege, granted at CNWRA management
discretion.

3.2

Only properly authorized persons may access CNWRA facilities and proper
authorization is provided by CNWRA in the form of an account issued in the name
of the authorized person. To receive access, the person's EM should request
account(s) and computer resources from the IMS staff.
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3.3

CNWRA facilities may not be used for any personal activity that is not related to
CNWRA business. CNWRA computer related systems are provided for use in
support of CNWRA business only. CNWRA computer related systems may not be
used for private gain, political purposes, charity solicitations, or non-CNWRA
business purposes under any circumstances.

3.4

CNWRA facilities and network connections may not be used for the purposes of
making unauthorized connections to, breaking into, or adversely affecting the
performance of other systems on the network. The ability to connect to other
systems via the network does not imply the right to make use of or even connect
to these systems unless properly authorized by the owners of those systems.

STAFF MEMBER RESPONSIBILITIES
4.1

Each CNWRA staff member is responsible for any and all activity initiated in
CNWRA facilities by anyone using his or her account. A staff member should not
allow others to use his or her account.

4.2

Each CNWRA staff member is responsible for selecting a secure password for his
or her account and for keeping that password secure from non-authorized users.
Passwords should not be written down, stored on-line, or given to others without
extreme caution and great need.
Passwords should be selected based upon the following guidelines:
-

DON'T use your login name in any form (as-is, reversed, capitalized,
doubled, etc.)

-

DON'T use your first, middle, or last name in any form. Don't use any
nicknames you may have.

-

DON'T use your spouse's or children's name.

-

DON'T use a word contained in English or foreign language dictionaries,
spelling lists, or other lists of words.

-

DON'T use a password of all digits, or all the same letter.

-

DON'T use a password shorter than seven characters.

(Some examples of "bad" passwords: fredl, Goliath, worddrow, aaaaa, black7)
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-

DO use a password with mixed case letters (not just initial capital, but
with capitals in the middle).

-

DO use a password with embedded digits and punctuation characters.

-

DO use a password that is easy to remember, so that you do not need to
write it down.

(Some examples of "good" types of passwords: 25or6to4, soCCerbLL
(soccerball), c#-maJr (C-sharp-major), 8*7&6A , and et@joS! (eat-at-joes). But,
never use one you have seen written down, especially these!)
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4.3

Passwords will be checked by the IMS System Administrator with a password
cracking program. Staff members will be notified if their password is guessed and
they will be responsible for selecting a more secure password.

4.4

Staff members are responsible for reporting any system security violation, or
suspected system security violation, to the IMS staff immediately.

4.5

Users who borrow hardware, software, or documentation (e.g., laptop computers)
are responsible for the proper care of that equipment, and for returning it in a
timely fashion.

4.6

CNWRA computer related systems may not be used for the reception, display,
processing, storage, or transmission of pornographic, illicit, erotic, or other
material of a sexually explicit nature at any time by any user.

4.7

As with the telephone, some incidental personal use is unavoidable. Short email
messages of a personal nature are allowable. Browsing of "World-Wide Web" sites
and 'Usenet News Groups' of general interest (and always of a non-sexual nature)
outside of the user's normal working hours is allowable. Tolerance of such
incidental personal use in no way authorizes any user to utilize CNWRA computer
systems in a prohibited manner.

4.8

Due to the nature of the work environment, the CNWRA management recognizes
the desire of staff members to "share" their accounts, and give their system
passwords to other users. CNWRA staff members should not do this. Any staff
member allowing another user to use his or her account must ensure the other
user is authorized to use the CNWRA facilities. Each staff member accepts and
acknowledges responsibility for any actions taken by that other user.

4.9

Unless covered by other copyright or ownership, all CNWRA computers,
networks, programs, and data residing on or processed by them, are the property

-
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of the CNWRA. Ownership by the CNWRA includes all files, documents, email,
mass storage disks, diskettes, tapes, and other storage media. When the
computer system identifies a particular user, that person is only the custodian of
the computer system hardware, data, program, files, documents, email, or storage
media for the CNWRA.
4.10

Software should be used in accordance with the provision of its license. Staff
members should relinquish shared licensed software when no longer using the
shared license.

4.11

Many computer resources, such as disk space, central processing unit (CPU)
cycles, printer queues, batch queues, login sessions, and software licenses, are
shared by all users. No staff member may monopolize these resources. The
resources of workstations located in public areas (i.e., the computer lab) should be
respected; jobs may not be run that would interfere with the use of such
workstations by the persons sitting at the keyboard. Staff members should
consume as little disk space as practical, making use of available means for
compressing files and archiving unused files off-line. They should not load the
system in such a way that others cannot perform useful work, by making
appropriate use of batch queues and job priorities.

4.12

Staff members may not intentionally develop or use programs that {i) harass other
users of the system; (ii) attempt to bypass system security mechanisms, steal
passwords or data, or 'crack" passwords; (iii) attempt to consume all of an
available system resource (memory, swap space, disk space, network bandwidth,
etc.); (iv) attempt to replicate themselves or attach themselves to other programs,
commonly called worms or viruses; or (v) evade software licensing or copying
restrictions.

4.13

Files of individual staff members are to be considered as private, whether or not
they are accessible by other users. The ability to read a file does not imply
permission to read that file. Files of individual staff members are to be treated as if
they were private property. Under no circumstances may a staff member alter a
file without prior permission. The ability to alter a file does not imply permission to
alter that file.

4.14

Computer systems are generally open to perusal and investigation by users. This
access must not be abused either by attempting to harm the systems, or by
stealing copyrighted or licensed software. System-level files (not developed or
allocated to specific staff members) may be used and viewed for educational
purposes if their access permissions so allow. Most system-level files are part of
copyrighted and licensed software, and may not be copied, in whole or in part.
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The same standards of intellectual and academic honesty and plagiarism apply to
software as to other forms of published work. Making copies of software having a
restricted-use license is theft. The same applies to figuring out how to "beat" the license.
5.

IMS STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES
The IMS staff will, in general, do what is necessary within legal and ethical bounds to
carry out its responsibility to keep the computing resources operating and available.

.11-

Ar

H

.

5.1

The networked computer environment of the CNWRA is a facility provided to staff
to enable them to accomplish project work. There is an acknowledged trade-off
between the privacy of any user and the need of the IMS staff to gather
necessary information to ensure the continued functioning of this resource and
monitor potential violations of law and policy.

5.2

The IMS staff at all times has an obligation to maintain the privacy of a user's
files, electronic mail, and printer listings to the best of its ability.

5.3

Any functions performed by, and data processed on any CNWRA computer
system are the property and concern of the CNWRA. All CNWRA computer related
systems are subject to monitoring at all times. IMS staff will have root access to
all systems. Consequently, the IMS staff may see some staff member's files or
data while diagnosing a problem but has the obligation not to disclose or discuss
the contents of these files. In the normal course of system administration, the IMS
staff may have to examine files, electronic mail, and printer listings to gather
sufficient information to diagnose and correct problems with system software.

5.4

With reasonable cause for suspicion, the IMS staff will monitor any and all aspects
of a computer system, including individual login sessions, to determine if a user is
acting in violation of the policies set forth in this procedure. For example, if the
IMS System Administrator observed a user running a password cracking program,
there would be cause to scan the user's directory space for encrypted and
"cracked" password lists.

5.5

In order to protect against hardware and software failures, backups of all data
stored on shared CNWRA facilities are made on a regular basis. The IMS staff may
need to examine the contents of these backups to gather sufficient information to
diagnose and correct problems with system software, or, with reasonable cause
for suspicion, to determine if a user is acting in violation of the CNWRA policy,
subject to item 5.2 above.

5.6

The IMS staff may alter the priority or terminate the execution of any process that
is consuming excessive system resources or objectionably degrading system
response. The IMS staff may terminate login sessions that have been idle (unused)
for long periods of time, in order to free resources. This applies particularly to
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limited resources such as CD ROMs. The definition of a "long period" of time may
vary from system to system, depending on resource availability. The IMS staff will
notify the staff member, or the staff member's EM if the user is not available,
prior to taking any such action.
5.7

The IMS staff will remove or compress disk files that are consuming large
amounts of disk space if there is a critical shortage of storage on a system. When
possible, the IMS staff will notify the user and work with the user to identify
alternative storage prior to taking action.

5.8

The IMS staff has the responsibility to provide advance notice of system shutdowns, maintenance, upgrades, or changes so that users may plan around periods
of system unavailability. However, in the event of an emergency, the IMS staff
may shut down a system with little or no advance notification. Every effort will be
made to give users a chance to save their work before the system is taken out of
service. Examples of such emergencies include thunderstorms causing power loss
and a "hung" system that will not respond to system commands.

5.9

The IMS staff will automatically scan computers for viruses and/or tampered files.
Infected files will be removed automatically. Corrupted systems will be isolated
from the network and rebuilt, if possible, from distribution media and backups
before being reconnected to the network.

5.10

The IMS staff has the responsibility to provide the following banner on all
computer systems using the file "/etc/motd," notifying all users of being subject to
monitoring:
"This is a Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) computer
system. This computer system, including all related equipment, networks and
network devices (specifically including Internet access), are provided only for
authorized CNWRA use. These computer systems may be monitored for all lawful
purposes, including to ensure that their use is authorized, for management of the
system, to facilitate protection against unauthorized access, and to verify security
procedures and operational security. Monitoring includes active attacks by
authorized Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) entities to test or verify the
security of this system. During monitoring, information may be examined,
recorded, copied, and used for authorized purposes. All information, including
personal information, placed on or sent over this system may be monitored. Use
of this CNWRA computer system, authorized or unauthorized, constitutes consent
to monitoring of this system. Unauthorized use may subject you to criminal
prosecution. Evidence of unauthorized use collected during monitoring may be
used for administrative, criminal, or other adverse action. Use of this system
constitutes consent to monitoring for these purposes."
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Upon identifying a violation of this procedure which constitutes an immediate,
clear danger to the CNWRA computer systems or data, the System Security
Officer (or designee) shall immediately limit or suspend the user's access to
CNWRA computer resources, with immediate notification to the appropriate
CNWRA EM or Director. Misuse of computing, networking, or information
resources may result in the loss of computing privileges. Additionally, misuse may
be a prosecutable offense under applicable laws and regulations. The IMS staff
has the responsibility to report any violations of state law or federal law pertaining
to the use of computer facilities to the appropriate CNWRA management.

THE INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC MAIL
6.1

Electronic or Internet Mail (email) is not secure. Staff members should never
include in any email message anything private. In addition, mail takes up space. It
is best not to save every message you receive. Be careful when sending
replies-make sure you are responding to a group when you want to send to a
group, and to an individual when you want to send to an individual. Include a
signature which contains methods by which others can contact you. Let senders
know you have received their mail, even if you cannot respond in depth
immediately. Senders want to know that their mail has not been lost. DO NOT
SEND MESSAGES IN ALL CAPITALS (it looks like you are shouting). Don't develop
or transmit chain letters or "spam."

6.2

Although each user has a right to freedom of speech, harassing or defamatory
material may not be sent via electronic mail or posted to electronic bulletin boards
and news groups. CNWRA computer systems will at no time be used to defame,
abuse, threaten, denigrate, insult, or attack any person, company, organization, or
institution, whether inside or outside of the CNWRA or SwRl. All users must
refrain from any form of ad hominem argument. Any use of ad hominem attacks
by others should not be answered in kind.
CNWRA computer systems will at no time be used to harass any person or
institution, whether inside or outside of the CNWRA. Harassment encompasses
such seemingly innocent actions as creating or forwarding jokes, cartoons, or
other data that are of a sexual nature, or derogatory of a group. Examples of
prohibited materials include "blonde jokes," which usually target females, jokes
about specific racial or ethnic groups, most "newlywed" jokes, and JPG and GIF
images designed to evoke a sexual response in a member of either sex.
Harassment has occurred when some person feels belittled, or is otherwise
offended by such material, whether or not this is the intent of the perpetrator.
Such behavior results in a "hostile workplace environment," and will not be
tolerated by CNWRA management.
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An Internet mailing list is an automated email "discussion group" organized around
a subject. A member wishing to participate sends an email to the list server which
forwards that email to all members of the list. Responses to items may be made to
the entire group (through the mail server) or directly with the original submitter.
Mailing lists use the same standard mail reader and mail protocol, the Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP), as ordinary email. A Usenet news group is similar,
except that a news reader which understands the Network News Transport
Protocol (NNTP) is used to compose and read messages (called "posts").
-

Do not speak for CNWRA, SwRI, or NRC. Note that your email address
(xxx.cnwra.swri.edu) shows you are posting from CNWRA. Therefore,
state that your views are yours and yours alone.

-

Remember that some people have to pay for each byte of data they
receive. Keep messages to the point without being so terse as to be rude.
When including text on a reply, delete anything not specific to your point.

-

Obey copyright laws.

-

Be careful when replying to a mailing list. For example, the whole mailing
list does not want to hear that you are going on vacation.

-

Do not post personal messages to a group.

-

Do not post messages anonymously. This is viewed as bad form by the
Usenet community. Stand up for what you say.

-

Make sure that the subject of your message is clearly stated in the Subject
Line.

-

Join lists or monitor news groups only after giving thought to how much
time these activities absorb, and do not participate during normal work
hours.

-

Be sure to read the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) before you start
posting to a group.

-

If provoked, do not send angry messages (flames). If you receive a flame,
do not go overboard. Not everyone is as polite as you are.
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Users should practice good manners when participating on the Internet.
Anonymous emailing, posting, or electronic publication is prohibited. Each staff
member should identify himself or herself clearly and accurately in all electronic
communications. No staff member may email,, post, or otherwise distribute any
message or piece of literature that is obscene, libelous, or directed to inciting or
producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action. In
all communications (letters, faxes, documents, and email), CNWRA computer
system users will maintain a high degree of professionalism.

7.

FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL
7.1

--

.
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Files are transferred between machines using FTP. The FTP program is used to
copy files from a specific directory on one computer to a specific directory on
another computer. Each staff member must have an account on the other
computer, or that computer must support anonymous FTP. Anonymous FTP uses
an account named "anonymous" that accepts any password (use of your email
address as the password is requested). Usually, the anonymous account is limited
in functionality and provides access only to files that are public.
-

Do not FTP to any machine on which you do not have an account or
which does not advertise anonymous FTP services.

-

Observe working hours for FTP sites. Most sites request you NOT FTP
between 8-5 local time.

-

Try not to FTP during CNWRA business hours (8am-5pm)

-

Use archie to find the closest geographical FTP site for a particular file.

-

Do not FTP on the off chance "you will need it someday." Conversely, do
not hunt around for "neat stuff" to FTP. Delete anything that you find you
do not need. You can always FTP it later.

-

Do not use your real email address as a password on anonymous FTP
servers.
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TELNET
8.1

9.
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The Telnet program provides an interactive session with another computer. Telnet
emulates a terminal, such as a DEC VT100 or VT220, and allows terminal specific
display of a command session. A Telnet session allows the startup of X-Windows
based applications.
-

Do not telnet to machines on which you have no account. Do not attempt
to telnet into anonymous FTP servers.

-

Observe any posted restrictions on the machine you are telnetted to.

-

Do not try to telnet to miscellaneous ports; use only authorized ports for
access.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, SOFTWARE COPYRIGHTS, AND LICENSES
9.1

The software used on CNWRA facilities is operated under license agreements with
AT&T, Sun Microsystems, Apple Computer, IBM Corporation, and others.

9.2

CNWRA intellectual property includes all documents, messages, notes, programs,
etc., created using CNWRA computer systems or facilities, or while performing
CNWRA work. CNWRA intellectual property also includes SwRl and CNWRA
Sensitive, Business-Confidential, and Proprietary Materials. All staff members shall
protect CNWRA intellectual property and store it in a manner consistent with its
protection from theft and inadvertent disclosure. CNWRA intellectual property
shall only be used in the manner prescribed in its accompanying documentation.
CNWRA intellectual property shall not be released to un-authorized recipients.

9.3

Non-CNWRA intellectual property includes intellectual property owned by other
organizations or persons and obtained or licensed for use by CNWRA computer
systems or personnel in performance of CNWRA. Examples of non-CNWRA
intellectual property include (i) copyrighted documents, books, journals and
magazines; (ii) notes, messages and postings in which the authors retain
copyright; and (iii) most computer programs, especially operating systems and
utility software. All staff members shall protect non-CNWRA intellectual property
and store it in a manner consistent with its protection from theft. Non-CNWRA
intellectual property shall only be used in the manner prescribed in its
accompanying documentation. Non-CNWRA intellectual property shall not be
released to un-authorized recipients.
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9.4

U.S. copyright and patent laws are written to protect the interests of authors,
inventors, and software developers in their products. Software license agreements
serve to increase compliance with copyright and patent laws. It is against federal
law and CNWRA policy to violate the copyrights or patents on computer software.
It is against CNWRA policy and may be a violation of state or federal law to
violate software license agreements.

9.5

The CNWRA UNIX source code license binds each and every user to respect the
proprietary nature of the UNIX operating system and its source code. The
specifics of the operating system may not be taught, nor may the system or any
part thereof (including source code) be moved to, or copies released to any nonlicensed software.

9.6

Software in use on CNWRA facilities, unless it is stored in areas specifically
marked as containing copyable software, may not be copied to magnetic tape, or
hard or floppy disks. Backups are maintained by the CNWRA; users may not make
copies of licensed software. Licensed software may not be used on personal
(home) computers.

9.7

Source code for licensed software may not be included in software that is
released for use outside the CNWRA.
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COMPUTER NETWORK ACCESS AND USAGE
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) operates a computer network
to support work performed on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and
other clients, under various contracts. The network is composed of Sun, IBM, Macintosh,
and Silicon Graphics computers/workstations on two physical ethernet segments. Network
connections are maintained to the NRC and Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), which
provide access to off-site networks such as Texas Higher Education Network (THENet), the
National Science Foundation network (NSFnet), and the Internet.
Although the terminology used herein reflects that of the UNIX operating system, this
procedure applies to all computer systems connected to the network, regardless of their
operating system or manufacturer. As used in this procedure, the term "CNWRA" refers
both to the resources comprising the network and to the group of staff members responsible
for the operation of those resources.
2.

DEFINITIONS
ARPANet - A research network funded by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)
to build and test networking protocols for military networks. The results of the research
include such protocols as the transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) suite,
packet-switch network theory, and battlefield network technology.
Automated Information System (AIS) - Computer system used for processing information.
(Used synonymously with the terms "computer" and "computer system" within this
document).
Electronic Mail (email) - An asynchronous method of electronically transferring typed
messages (often including attachments, such as documents, slides, and pictures).
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) - Method (and program) used to transfer files between
computer systems. Used on both the CNWRA local area network (LAN) and connected
networks.
Information Management System (IMS) System Administrator - Employee, consultant, or
contractor charged with installation and maintenance of CNWRA computer systems.
Intellectual Property - Similar to, and superset of, copyright. Information produced or
licensed by a particular individual or institution. The right to control the use and release the
intellectual property is retained by the owner.
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Internet Mailing Lists - Automated discussion groups devoted to
email as the communication medium. There are two basic types:
moderator chooses which messages sent by participants will be
participants; and (ii) unmoderated, wherein every message sent
automatically forwarded to all participants.
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specific subjects, using
(i) moderated, where a
forwarded to all other
by every participant is

Internet - A collection of internetworked networks. More commonly used to refer to the
global network that is the outgrowth of combining ARPANet and NFSNet [high-speed
backbone networks spanning the United States (U.S.) continent] and regional networks
(THENet, etc.).
NSFNet - The high-speed (currently T-3) network built and operated under National Science
Foundation Grants to link major U.S. research universities.
Staff member - Any employee of the CNWRA.
Telnet - Method (and program) used to connect to a remote computer system, as if using a
terminal directly attached to that system. Used on both the CNWRA LAN and connected
networks.
Usenet News Groups - Subject-oriented discussion groups. Subjects range from discussions
on the risks of computer systems in society, to highly technical discussions on the secure
shell program, to humor, to the obscene. Some news groups are moderated, others are not.
User - Any authorized person (including staff members, consultants, contractors,
subcontractors, students, or guests) accessing and/or consuming CNWRA computer
resources. All instructions, procedures, and injunctions herein that refer to staff members
apply to all users.
3.

ACCESS TO CNWRA FACILITIES
3.1

'WMV
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The facilities of the CNWRA are made available to staff members at the time of
their employment and are provided for use in support of project work. Facilities are
also made available, as appropriate, to consultants, subcontractors, and temporary
employees to perform project work at the request of the CNWRA Element Manager
(EM) responsible for that work. Staff members, along with their consultants,
subcontractors, and temporary employees will use the CNWRA facilities in a
manner that is ethical, legal, and not to the detriment of others. Access to CNWRA
computers is a privilege, granted at CNWRA management discretion.
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3.2

Only properly authorized persons may access CNWRA facilities and proper
authorization is provided by CNWRA in the form of an account issued in the name
of the authorized person. To receive access, the person's EM should request
account(s) and computer resources from the IMS staff.

3.3

CNWRA facilities may not be used for any personal activity that is not related to
CNWRA business. CNWRA computer related systems are provided for use in
support of CNWRA business only. CNWRA computer related systems may not be
used for private gain, political purposes, charity solicitations, or non-CNWRA
business purposes under any circumstances.

3.4

CNWRA facilities and network connections may not be used for the purposes of
making unauthorized connections to, breaking into, or adversely affecting the
performance of other systems on the network. The ability to connect to other
systems via the network does not imply the right to make use of or even connect to
these systems unless properly authorized by the owners of those systems.

STAFF MEMBER RESPONSIBILITIES
4.1

Each CNWRA staff member is responsible for any and all activity initiated in
CNWRA facilities by anyone using his or her account. A staff member should not
allow others to use his or her account.

4.2

Each CNWRA staff member is responsible for selecting a secure password for his
or her account and for keeping that password secure from non-authorized users.
Passwords should not be written down, stored on-line, or given to others without
extreme caution and great need.
Passwords should NOT consist of or include any of the following:
- Login name in any form (as-is, reversed, capitalized, doubled, etc.).
- First, middle, or last name in any form. Don't use any nicknames you may have.
- Spouse's or children's name.
- Word(s) contained in English or foreign language dictionaries, spelling lists, or
other lists of words.
- Password of all digits, or all the same letter.
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- Password shorter than seven characters.
(Some examples of "bad" passwords: fredl, Goliath, worddrow, aaaaa, black7)
Some guidelines for good passwords are:
- Use a password with mixed case letters (not just initial capital, but with capitals
in the middle).
- Use a password with embedded digits and punctuation characters.
- Use a password that is easy to remember, so that you do not need to write it
down.
(Some examples of "good" types of passwords: 25or6to4, soCCerbLL (soccerball),
c#-maJr (C-sharp-major), 8*7&6A, and et~joS! (eat-at-joes). But, never use one you
have seen written down, especially these!)
4.3

Passwords will be checked by the IMS System Administrator with a password
cracking program. Staff members will be notified if their password is guessed and
they will be responsible for selecting a more secure password.

4.4

Staff members are responsible for reporting any system security violation, or
suspected system security violation, to the IMS staff immediately.

4.5

Users who borrow hardware, software, or documentation (e.g., laptop computers)
are responsible for the proper care of that equipment, and for returning it in a timely
fashion.

4.6

CNWRA computer related systems may not be used for the reception, display,
processing, storage, or transmission of pornographic, illicit, erotic, or other material
of a sexually explicit nature at any time by any user.

4.7

As with the telephone, some incidental personal use is unavoidable. Short email
messages of a personal nature are allowable. Browsing of "World-Wide Web" sites
and "Usenet News Groups" of general interest (and always of a non-sexual nature)
outside of the user's normal working hours is allowable. Tolerance of such
incidental personal use in no way authorizes any user to utilize CNWRA computer
systems in a prohibited manner.
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4.8

Due to the nature of the work environment, the CNWRA management recognizes
the desire of staff members to "share" their accounts, and give their system
passwords to other users. CNWRA staff members should not do this. Any staff
member allowing another user to use his or her account must ensure the other user
is authorized to use the CNWRA facilities. Each staff member accepts and
acknowledges responsibility for any actions taken by that other user.

4.9

Unless covered by other copyright or ownership, all CNWRA computers, networks,
programs, and data residing on or processed by them, are the property of the
CNWRA. Ownership by the CNWRA includes all files, documents, email, mass
storage disks, diskettes, tapes, and other storage media. When the computer system
identifies a particular user, that person is only the custodian of the computer system
hardware, data, program, files, documents, email, or storage media for the
CNWRA.

4.10

Software should be used in accordance with the provision of its license. Staff
members should relinquish shared licensed software when no longer using the shared
license.

4.11

Many computer resources, such as disk space, central processing unit (CPU) cycles,
printer queues, batch queues, login sessions, and software licenses, are shared by all
users. No staff member may monopolize these resources. The resources of
workstations located in public areas (i.e., the computer lab) should be respected;
jobs may not be run that would interfere with the use of such workstations by the
persons sitting at the keyboard. Staff members should consume as little disk space as
practical, making use of available means for compressing files and archiving unused
files off-line. They should not load the system in such a way that others cannot
perform useful work, by making appropriate use of batch queues and job priorities.

4.12

Staff members may not intentionally develop or use programs that (i) harass other
users of the system; (ii) attempt to bypass system security mechanisms, steal
passwords or data, or "crack" passwords; (iii) attempt to consume all of an available
system resource (memory, swap space, disk space, network bandwidth, etc.);
(iv) attempt to replicate themselves or attach themselves to other programs,
commonly called worms or viruses; or (v) evade software licensing or copying
restrictions.

4.13

Files of individual staff members are to be considered as private, whether or not
they are accessible by other users. The ability to read a file does not imply
permission to read that file. Files of individual staff members are to be treated as if
they were private property. Under no circumstances may a staff member alter a file
without prior permission. The ability to alter a file does not imply permission to
alter that file.
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Computer systems are generally open to perusal and investigation by users. This
access must not be abused either by attempting to harm the systems, or by stealing
copyrighted or licensed software. System-level files (not developed or allocated to
specific staff members) may be used and viewed for educational purposes if their
access permissions so allow. Most system-level files are part of copyrighted and
licensed software, and may not be copied, in whole or in part.
The same standards of intellectual and academic honesty and plagiarism apply to
software as to other forms of published work. Making copies of software having a
restricted-use license is theft. The same applies to figuring out how to "beat" the
license.

5.

IMS STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES
The IMS staff will, in general, do what is necessary within legal and ethical bounds to carry
out its responsibility to keep the computing resources operating and available.

1ver
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5.1

The networked computer environment of the CNWRA is a facility provided to staff
to enable them to accomplish project work. There is an acknowledged trade-off
between the privacy of any user and the need of the IMS staff to gather necessary
information to ensure the continued functioning of this resource and monitor
potential violations of law and policy.

5.2

The IMS staff at all times has an obligation to maintain the privacy of a user's files,
electronic mail, and printer listings to the best of its ability.

5.3

Any functions performed by, and data processed on any CNWRA computer system
are the property and concern of the CNWRA. All CNWRA computer related
systems are subject to monitoring at all times. IMS staff will have root access to all
systems. Consequently, the IMS staff may see some staff member's files or data
while diagnosing a problem but has the obligation not to disclose or discuss the
contents of these files. In the normal course of system administration, the IMS staff
may have to examine files, electronic mail, and printer listings to gather sufficient
information to diagnose and correct problems with system software.

5.4

With reasonable cause for suspicion, the IMS staff will monitor any and all aspects
of a computer system, including individual login sessions, to determine if a user is
acting in violation of the policies set forth in this procedure. For example, if the
IMS System Administrator observed a user running a password cracking program,
there would be cause to scan the user's directory space for encrypted and "cracked"
password lists.
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5.5

In order to protect against hardware and software failures, backups of all data stored
on shared CNWRA facilities are made on a regular basis. The IMS staff may need
to examine the contents of these backups to gather sufficient information to diagnose
and correct problems with system software, or, with reasonable cause for suspicion,
to determine if a user is acting in violation of the CNWRA policy, subject to item
5.2 above.

5.6

The IMS staff may alter the priority or terminate the execution of any process that is
consuming excessive system resources or objectionably degrading system response.
The IMS staff may terminate login sessions that have been idle (unused) for long
periods of time, in order to free resources. This applies particularly to limited
resources such as CD ROMs. The definition of a "long period" of time may vary
from system to system, depending on resource availability. The IMS staff will notify
the staff member, or the staff member's EM if the user is not available, prior to
taking any such action.

5.7

The IMS staff will remove or compress disk files that are consuming large amounts
of disk space if there is a critical shortage of storage on a system. When possible,
the IMS staff will notify the user and work with the user to identify alternative
storage prior to taking action.

5.8

The IMS staff has the responsibility to provide advance notice of system shutdowns, maintenance, upgrades, or changes so that users may plan around periods of
system unavailability. However, in the event of an emergency, the IMS staff may
shut down a system with little or no advance notification. Every effort will be made
to give users a chance to save their work before the system is taken out of service.
Examples of such emergencies include thunderstorms causing power loss and a
"hung" system that will not respond to system commands.

5.9

The IMS staff will automatically scan computers for viruses and/or tampered files.
Infected files will be removed automatically. Corrupted systems will be isolated
from the network and rebuilt, if possible, from distribution media and backups
before being reconnected to the network.

5.10

The IMS staff has the responsibility to provide the following banner on all computer
systems.
"This is a Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) computer
system and should be used only by authorized persons. This computer system is
monitored and all data/information may be examined, recorded, or copied. You
should not expect privacy nor protection of privileged communications regarding
information you create, send, receive, use or store in this computer system. Your
use of the CNWRA computer system constitutes consent to monitoring.
Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. (Ref. Administrative Procedure -014)"
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Upon identifying a violation of this procedure which constitutes an immediate, clear
danger to the CNWRA computer systems or data, the System Security Officer (or
designee) shall immediately limit or suspend the user's access to CNWRA computer
resources, with immediate notification to the appropriate CNWRA EM or Director.
Misuse of computing, networking, or information resources may result in the loss of
computing privileges. Additionally, misuse may be a prosecutable offense under
applicable laws and regulations. The IMS staff has the responsibility to report any
violations of state law or federal law pertaining to the use of computer facilities to
the appropriate CNWRA management.

THE INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC MAIL
6.1

Electronic or Internet Mail (email) is not secure. Staff members should never
include in any email message anything private. In addition, mail takes up space. It is
best not to save every message you receive. Be careful when sending replies-make
sure you are responding to a group when you want to send to a group, and to an
individual when you want to send to an individual. Include a signature which
contains methods by which others can contact you. Let senders know you have
received their mail, even if you cannot respond in depth immediately. Senders want
to know that their mail has not been lost. Users should not send messages in all
capitals (it looks like you are shouting) and should not develop or transmit chain
letters or "spam."

6.2

Although each user has a right to freedom of speech, harassing or defamatory
material may not be sent via electronic mail or posted to electronic bulletin boards
and news groups. CNWRA computer systems will at no time be used to defame,
abuse, threaten, denigrate, insult, or attack any person, company, organization, or
institution, whether inside or outside of the CNWRA or SwRI. All users must
refrain from any form of ad hominem argument. Any use of ad hominem attacks by
others should not be answered in kind.
CNWRA computer systems will at no time be used to harass any person or
institution, whether inside or outside of the CNWRA. Harassment encompasses such
seemingly innocent actions as creating or forwarding jokes, cartoons, or other data
that are of a sexual nature, or derogatory of a group. Examples of prohibited
materials include "blonde jokes," which usually target females, jokes about specific
racial or ethnic groups, most "newlywed" jokes, and JPG and GIF images designed
to evoke a sexual response in a member of either sex. Harassment has occurred
when some person feels belittled, or is otherwise offended by such material, whether
or not this is the intent of the perpetrator. Such behavior results in a "hostile
workplace environment," and will not be tolerated by CNWRA management.
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An Internet mailing list is an automated email "discussion group" organized around
a subject. A member wishing to participate sends an email to the list server which
forwards that email to all members of the list. Responses to items may be made to
the entire group (through the mail server) or directly with the original submitter.
Mailing lists use the same standard mail reader and mail protocol, the Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP), as ordinary email. A Usenet news group is similar,
except that a news reader which understands the Network News Transport Protocol
(NNTP) is used to compose and read messages (called "posts").
Taking into consideration legal and business factors, and accepted email etiquette,
you should:
- Avoid speaking for CNWRA, SwRI, or NRC. Note that your email address
shows you are posting from CNWRA/SwRI. Therefore, state that your views are
yours and yours alone.
- Keep messages to the point without being acerbic. When including text on a
reply, delete anything not specific to your point.
-

Observe copyright laws.

- Post only appropriate replies to a mailing list. For example, the whole mailing
list does not want to hear that you are going on vacation.
- Refrain from posting personal messages to a group.
- Avoid posting messages anonymously.

- Ensure the subject of your message is clearly stated in the Subject Line.
- Join mailing lists or monitor news groups selectively. These activities may
consume an inordinate amount of time.
- Read the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) before you start posting to a
group.
- Refrain from posting angry messages (flames).
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Users should practice proper business etiquette when participating on the Internet.
Anonymous emails, postings, or electronic publications are prohibited. Each staff
member should identify himself or herself clearly and accurately in all electronic
communications. No staff member may email, post, or otherwise distribute any
message or piece of literature that is obscene, libelous, or provocative - inciting or
like to incite imminent lawless action.

7.

FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL
7.1

Files are transferred between machines using FTP. The FTP program is used to
copy files from a specific directory on one computer to a specific directory on
another computer. Each staff member must have an account on the other computer,
or that computer must support anonymous FTP. Anonymous FTP uses an account
named "anonymous" that accepts any password (use of your email address as the
password is ordinarily requested). Usually, the anonymous account is limited in
functionality and provides only access to files that are public.
Accepted FTP etiquette suggests that you:
- Not FTP to any machine on which you do not have an account or which does not
advertise anonymous FTP services.
- Observe working hours for FTP sites.

8.

-

Use your real email address as a password on anonymous FTP servers.

-

Not use any of your CNWRA passwords on external accounts/servers.

TELNET
8.1

The Telnet program provides an interactive session with another computer. Telnet
emulates a terminal, such as a DEC VT100 or VT220, and allows terminal specific
display of a command session. A Telnet session allows the startup of X-Windows
based applications.
Accepted Telnet etiquette suggests that you:
- Not telnet to machines on which you do not have an account.
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-

Observe any posted restrictions.

-

Not telnet to miscellaneous ports; use only authorized ports for access.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. SOFTWARE COPYRIGHTS. AND LICENSES
9.1

The software used on CNWRA facilities is operated under license agreements with
AT&T, Sun Microsystems, Apple Computer, IBM Corporation, and others.

9.2

CNWRA intellectual property includes all documents, messages, notes, programs,
etc., created using CNWRA computer systems or facilities, or while performing
CNWRA work. CNWRA intellectual property also includes SwRI and CNWRA
Sensitive, Business-Confidential, and Proprietary Materials. All staff members shall
protect CNWRA intellectual property and store it in a manner consistent with its
protection from theft and inadvertent disclosure. CNWRA intellectual property shall
only be used in the manner prescribed in its accompanying documentation. CNWRA
intellectual property shall not be released to un-authorized recipients.

9.3

Non-CNWRA intellectual property includes intellectual property owned by other
organizations or persons and obtained or licensed for use by CNWRA computer
systems or personnel in performance of CNWRA. Examples of non-CNWRA
intellectual property include (i) copyrighted documents, books, journals and
magazines; (ii) notes, messages and postings in which the authors retain copyright;
and (iii) most computer programs, especially operating systems and utility software.
All staff members shall protect non-CNWRA intellectual property and store it in a
manner consistent with its protection from theft. Non-CNWRA intellectual property
shall only be used in the manner prescribed in its accompanying documentation.
Non-CNWRA intellectual property shall not be released to un-authorized recipients.

9.4

U.S. copyright and patent laws are written to protect the interests of authors,
inventors, and software developers in their products. Software license agreements
serve to increase compliance with copyright and patent laws. It is against federal law
and CNWRA policy to violate the copyrights or patents on computer software. It is
against CNWRA policy and may be a violation of state or federal law to violate
software license agreements.

9.5

The CNWRA UNIX source code license binds each and every user to respect the
proprietary nature of the UNIX operating system and its source code. The specifics
of the operating system may not be taught, nor may the system or any part thereof
(including source code) be moved to, or copies released to any non-licensed
software.
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9.6

Software in use on CNWRA facilities, unless it is stored in areas specifically
marked as containing copyable software, may not be copied to magnetic tape, or
hard or floppy disks. Backups are maintained by the CNWRA; users may not make
copies of licensed software. Licensed software may not be used on personal (home)
computers.

9.7

Source code for licensed software may not be included in software that is released
for use outside the CNWRA.
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COMPUTER NETWORK ACCESS AND USAGE
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) operates a computer network to
support work performed on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and other
clients, under various contracts. The network is composed of Sun Microsystems, x86 Personal
Computers, and Silicon Graphics computers/workstations on two physical Ethernet segments.
Network connections are maintained to the NRC and Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), which
provide access to off-site networks such as the Internet.
Although the terminology used herein reflects that of the UNIX operating system, this procedure
applies to all computer systems connected to the network, regardless of their operating system
or manufacturer. As used in this procedure, the term "CNWRA" refers both to the resources
comprising the network and to the group of staff members responsible for the operation of those
resources.
2.

DEFINITIONS
ARPANet-A research network funded by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) to
build and test networking protocols for military networks. The results ofthe research include such
protocols as the transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) suite, packet-switch
network theory, and battlefield network technology.
Automated Information System (AIS)-Computer system used for processing information. (Used
synonymously with the terms "computer" and "computer system" within this document).
Electronic Mail (e-mail)-An asynchronous method ofelectronicallytransferringtyped messages
(often including attachments, such as documents, slides, and pictures).
File Transfer Protocol (FTP)-Method (and program) used to transfer files between computer
systems. Used on both the CNWRA local area network (LAN) and connected networks.
Information Management System (IMS) Group Staff Member-Employee, consultant, or
contractor charged with installation and maintenance of CNWRA computer systems.
Intellectual Property-Similar to, and superset of, copyright. Information produced or licensed
by a particular individual or institution. The right to control the use and release the intellectual
property is retained by the owner.
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Internet Mailing Lists-Automated discussion groups devoted to specific subjects, using e-mail
as the communication medium. There are two basic types: (i) moderated, where a moderator
chooses which messages sent by participants will be forwarded to all other participants; and
(ii) unmoderated, wherein every message sent by every participant is automatically forwarded to
all participants.
Internet-A collection of internetworked networks. More commonly used to refer to the global
network that is the outgrowth of combining ARPANet and NFSNet [high-speed backbone
networks spanning the United States (U.S.) continent] and regional networks (THENet, etc.).
Staff member-Any employee of the CNWRA.
Telnet-Method (and program) used to connect to a remote computer system, as if using a
terminal directly attached to that system. Used on both the CNWRA LAN and connected
networks.
Usenet News Groups-Subject-oriented discussion groups. Subjects range from discussions on
the risks of computer systems in society, to highly technical discussions on the secure shell
program, to humor, to the obscene. Some news groups are moderated, others are not.
User-Any authorized person (including staff members, consultants, contractors, subcontractors,
students, temporary employees, or guests) accessing and/or using CNWRA computer resources.
All instructions, procedures, and injunctions herein that refer to staff members apply to all users.
3.

ACCESS TO CNWRA FACILITIES
3.1

The local area network facilities of the CNWRA are made available to staff members at
the time of their employment and are provided for use in support of project work. Local
area network facilities are also made available, as appropriate, to consultants,
subcontractors, temporary employees, and guests to perform project work at the request
of the CNWRA Element Manager (EM) responsible for that work. Staff members, along
with their consultants, subcontractors, and temporary employees will use the CNWRA
local area network facilities in a manner that is ethical, legal, and not to the detriment of
others. Access to CNWRA computers is a privilege, granted at CNWRA management
discretion.
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9.6

Software in use on CNWRA facilities, unless it is stored in areas specifically marked as
containing copyable software, may not be copied to magnetic tape, or hard or floppy
disks. Backups are maintained by the CNWRA; users may not make copies of licensed
software. Licensed software may not be used on personal (home) computers, unless the
specific license permits.

9.7

Source code for licensed software may not be included in software that is released for use
outside the CNWRA, unless explicitly authorized by CNWRA or SwRl management.
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Password shorter than eight characters.
(Some examples of "bad" passwords: fredI, Goliath, worddrow, aaaaa, black7)

Some guidelines for good passwords are:
*

Use a password with mixed case letters (notjust initial capital, but with capitals
in the middle).

*

Use a password with embedded digits and punctuation characters.

*

Use a password that is easy to remember, so that it is not necessary to write it
down.
(Some examples of "good" types of passwords: 25or6to4, soCCerbLL
(soccerball), c#- maJr (C-sharp-major), 8*7&6(?)^, and et~joS! (eat-at-joes).
Never use a password that has been written down.)

4.3

IMS group staff members will check passwords with a password-cracking program. Staff
members will be notified if their password has been compromised and they will be
responsible for selecting a more secure password.

4.4

Staff members are responsible for reporting any system security violation, or suspected
system security violation, to the cognizant IMS group staff members immediately.

4.5

Users who borrow hardware, software, or documentation (e.g., laptop computers) are
responsible for the proper care of that equipment, and for returning it in a timely manner.

4.6

CNWRA computer related systems may not be used for the reception, display,
processing, storage, or transmission of pornographic, illicit, erotic, or other material of
a sexually explicit nature at any time by any user.

4.7

As with the telephone, some incidental personal use is unavoidable. Short e-mail
messages of a personal nature are allowable. Browsing of "World-Wide Web" sites and
"Usenet News Groups" of general interest (and always of a non-sexual nature) outside
of the user's normal working hours is allowable. Tolerance of such incidental personal
use in no way authorizes any user to utilize CNWRA computer systems in a prohibited
manner.
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4.8

Each staff member accepts and acknowledges responsibility for any actions taken by any
unauthorized use of his or her user account.

4.9

Unless covered by other copyright or ownership, all CNWRA computers, networks,
programs, and data residing on or processed by them, are the property of the CNWRA.
Ownership by the CNWRA includes all files, documents, e-mail, mass storage disks,
diskettes, tapes, and other storage media. When the computer system identifies a
particular user, that person is only the custodian of the computer system hardware, data,
program, files, documents, e-mail, or storage media for the CNWRA.

4.10

Software must be used in accordance with the provision of its license. Staff members
should relinquish shared licensed software when no longer using the shared license.

4.11

Many computer resources, such as disk space, central processing unit (CPU) cycles,
printer queues, batch queues, login sessions, and software licenses, are shared by all
users. No staff member or other user may monopolize these resources. The resources of
workstations located in public areas (i.e., the computer lab) should be respected; jobs
may not be run that would interfere with the use of such workstations by the persons
sitting at the keyboard. Staff members should consume as little disk space as practical,
making use of available means for compressing files and archiving unused files off-line.
They should not load the system in such a way that others cannot perform useful work,
by making appropriate use of batch queues and job priorities.

4.12

Staff members may not intentionally develop or use programs that (i) harass other users
of the system; (ii) attempt to bypass system security mechanisms, steal passwords or data,
or "crack" passwords; (iii) attempt to consume all of an available system resource
(memory, swap space, disk space, network bandwidth, etc.); (iv) attempt to replicate
themselves or attach themselves to other programs, commonly called worms or viruses;
or (v) evade software licensing or copying restrictions.

4.13

Files of individual staff members are to be considered as private, whether or not they are
accessible by other users. The ability to read a file does not imply permission to read that
file. Files of individual staff members are to be treated as if they were private property.
Under no circumstances may a staff member alter a file without prior permission. The
ability to alter a file does not imply permission to alter that file.
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4.14

Computer systems are generally open to perusal and investigation by users. This access
must not be abused either by attempting to harm the systems, or by stealing copyrighted
or licensed software. System-level files (not developed or allocated to specific staff
members) may be used and viewed for educational purposes if their access permissions
so allow. Most system-level files are part of copyrighted and licensed software, and may
not be copied, in whole or in part.

4.15

he same standards of intellectual and academic honesty and plagiarism apply to software
as to other forms of published work. Making copies of software having a restricted-use
license is theft, as is attempting to circumvent the conditions and/or restrictions of the
license.

IMS GROUP STAFF MEMBER RESPONSIBILITIES
The IMS group staff members will, in general, do what is necessary within legal and ethical
bounds to carry out their responsibility to keep the computing resources operating and available.
5.1

The networked computer environment of the CNWRA is a facility enabling staff to
accomplish project work. There is an acknowledged trade-off between the privacy of any
user and the need of IMS group staff members to gather necessary information to ensure
the continued functioning of this resource and monitor potential violations of law and
policy.

5.2

The IMS group staff members at all times have an obligation to maintain the privacy of
a user's files, e-mail, and printer listings to the best of their ability.

5.3

Any functions performed by, and data processed on, any CNWRA computer system are
the property and concern of the CNWRA. All CNWRA computer related systems are
subject to monitoring at all times. IMS group staff members will have root access to all
systems. Consequently, IMS group staff members may see some staff member's files or
data while diagnosing a problem but have the obligation not to disclose or discuss the
contents of these files. In the normal course of system administration, IMS group staff
members may have to examine files, e-mail, and printer listings to gather sufficient
information to diagnose and correct problems with system software.

5.4

With reasonable cause for suspicion, IMS group staff members will monitor any and all
aspects of a computer system, including individual login sessions, to determine if a user
is acting in violation of the policies set forth in this procedure. For example, if IMS group
staff members observe a user running a password cracking program, there would be cause
to scan the user's directory space for encrypted and compromised password lists.
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5.5

In order to protect against hardware and software failures, backups of all data stored on
shared CNWRA facilities are made on a regular basis. IMS group staff members may
need to examine the contents of these backups to gather sufficient information to
diagnose and correct problems with system software, or, with reasonable cause for
suspicion, to determine if a user is acting in violation of the CNWRA policy.

5.6

IMS group staff members may alter the priority or terminate the execution of any process
that is consuming excessive system resources or objectionably degrading system
response. The IMS group staff members may terminate login sessions that have been idle
(unused) for long periods of time, in order to free resources. The definition of a "long
period" oftime may vary from system to system, depending on resource availability. IMS
group staff members will notify the staff member, or the staff member's EM if the user
is not available, before taking any such action.

5.7

IMS group staff members will remove or compress disk files that are consuming large
amounts of disk space if there is a critical shortage of storage on a system. When
possible, IMS group staff members will notify the user and work with him or her to
identify alternative storage prior to taking action.

5.8

IMS group staff members have the responsibility to provide advance notice of system
shut-downs, maintenance, upgrades, or changes so that users may plan around periods
of system unavailability. In the event of an emergency, IMS group staff members may
shut down a system with little or no advance notification. Every effort will be made to
give users a chance to save their work before the system is taken out of service. Examples
of such emergencies include thunderstorms causing power loss or a system that will not
respond to system commands.

5.9

IMS group staff members will automatically scan computers for viruses and/or tampered
files. Infected files will be removed automatically. Corrupted systems will be isolated
from the network and rebuilt, if possible, from distribution media and backups before
being reconnected to the network.

5.10

IMS group staff members have the responsibility to provide the following banner on all
computer systems. "This is a Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA)
computer system and should be used only by authorized persons. This computer system
is monitored and all data/information may be examined, recorded, or copied. You should
not expect privacy nor protection of privileged communications regarding information
you create, send, receive, use or store in this computer system. Your use of the CNWRA
computer system constitutes consent to monitoring. Unauthorized use is strictly
prohibited. (Ref. Administrative Procedure-014)."
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Upon identifying a violation of this procedure, which constitutes an immediate, clear
danger to the CNWRA computer systems or data; the System Security Officer (or
designee) shall immediately limit or suspend the user's access to CNWRA computer
resources, with immediate notification to the appropriate CNWRA EM or Director.
Misuse of computing, networking, or information resources may result in the loss of
computing privileges. Additionally, misuse may be a prosecutable offense under
applicable laws and regulations. IMS group staff members have the responsibility to
report any violations of state law or federal law pertaining to the use of computer
facilities to the appropriate CNWRA management.

THE INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC MAIL
6.1

Electronic or Internet Mail (e-mail) is not secure. Staff members should not include or
append any private, confidential, or predecisional data or information in any e-mail
message delivered via the internet. Staff members may include or append predecisional
data or information to any e-mail message sent to NRC staff via the secure Fractional T- I
line. In addition, e-mail takes up space, and not every message should be saved. Staff
members should be alert when sending replies-make sure you are respondingto a group
when you want to send to a group, and to an individual when you want to send to an
individual. It is preferable to include an identification that pennits the recipient of an email to contact or respond to the sender. Senders should know that their e-mail messages
have been received, even if the recipient cannot respond in depth immediately. Users
should not send messages in all capitals (it looks like you are shouting) and should not
develop or transmit chain letters or "spam."

6.2

Although each user has a right to freedom of speech, harassing or defamatory material
may not be sent via e-mail or posted to electronic bulletin boards and news groups.
CNWRA computer systems at no time will be used to defame, abuse, threaten, denigrate,
insult, or attack any person, company, organization, or institution, whether inside or
outside of the CNWRA or SwRI.
CNWRA computer systems at no time will be used to harass any person or institution,
whether inside or outside of the CNWRA. Harassment encompasses such seemingly
innocent actions as creating or forwarding jokes, cartoons, or other data that are of a
sexual nature, or derogatory of a group. Examples of prohibited materials include
"blondejokes," which usuallytarget females,jokes about specific racial or ethnic groups,
most "newlywed" jokes, and JPG and GIF images designed to evoke a sexual response
in a member of either sex. Harassment has occurred when some person feels belittled, or
is otherwise offended by such material, whether or not this is the intent of the perpetrator.
Such behavior results in a "hostile workplace environment," and will not be tolerated by
CNWRA management.
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An Internet mailing list is an automated e-mail "discussion group" organized around a
subject. A member wishing to participate sends an e-mail to the list server which
forwards that e-mail to all members of the list. Responses to items may be made to the
entire group(through the mail server) ordirectlywith the original submitter. Mailing lists
use the same standard mail reader and mail protocol, the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP), as ordinary e-mail. A Usenet news group is similar, except that a news reader
which understands the Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP) is used to compose
and read messages (called "posts").
Taking into consideration legal and business factors, and accepted e-mail etiquette, staff
members should:
*

Avoid speaking for CNWRA, SwRI, or NRC. Note that your e-mail address
shows you are posting from CNWRA/SwRI. Therefore, state that your views are
yours and yours alone.

*

Keep messages to the point without being acerbic. When including text on a
reply, delete anything not specific to your point.

*

Observe copyright laws.

*

Post only appropriate messages to a mailing list. For example, the whole mailing
list does not want to hear that you are going on vacation.

*

Refrain from posting personal messages to a group.

*

Avoid posting messages anonymously.

*

Ensure the subject of your message is clearly stated in the Subject Line.

*

Join mailing lists or monitor news groups selectively. These activities may
consume an inordinate amount of time.

*

Read the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) before you start posting to a
group.

*

Refrain from posting angry messages (flames).
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Staff members should practice proper business etiquette when participating on the
Internet.
Anonymous e-mails, postings, or electronic publications are prohibited. Each staff
member should identify himself or herself clearly and accurately in all electronic
communications. No staff member may e-mail, post, or otherwise distribute any message
or piece of literature that is obscene, libelous, provocative, or otherwise inciting or likely
to incite imminent lawless action.

7.

FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL
7.1

Files are transferred between computers using FTP. The FTP program is used to copy
files from a specific directory on one computer to a specific directory on another
computer. Each staff member must have an account on the other computer, or that
computer must support anonymous FTP. Anonymous FTP uses an account named
"anonymous" that accepts any password (use of your e-mail address as the password is
ordinarily requested). Usually, the anonymous account is limited in functionality and
provides only access to files that are public.
Accepted FTP etiquette suggests that staff members:

8.

*

Not FTP to any computer on which you do not have an account or which does
not advertise anonymous FTP services.

*

Observe working hours for FTP sites.

*

Use your real e-mail address as a password on anonymous FTP servers.

*

Not use any of your CNWRA passwords on external accounts/servers.

TELNET
8.1

The Telnet program provides an interactive session with another computer. Telnet
emulates a terminal, such as a DEC VTIOO or VT220, and allows terminal specific
display of a command session. A Telnet session allows the startup of X-Windows based
applications.
Accepted Telnet etiquette suggests that staff members:
*
*
*

CNWRA Form AP-014
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. SOFTWARE COPYRIGHTS, AND LICENSES
9.1

The software used on CN WRA facilities is operated under license agreements with C isco
Systems Incorporated, Sun Microsystems Incorporated, Silicon Graphics Incorporated,
Microsoft Corporation, and others.

9.2

CNWRA intellectual property includes all documents, messages, notes, programs, etc.,
created using CNWRA computer systems or facilities, or while performing CNWRA
work. CNWRA intellectual property also includes SwRl and CNWRA Sensitive,
Business-Confidential, and Proprietary Materials. All staff members shall protect
CNWRA intellectual property and store it in a manner consistent with its protection from
theft and inadvertent disclosure. CNWRA intellectual property shall be used only in the
manner prescribed in its accompanying documentation. CNWRA intellectual property
shall not be released to unauthorized recipients.

9.3

Non-CNWRA intellectual property includes intellectual property owned by other
organizations or persons and obtained or licensed for use by CNWRA computer systems
or personnel in performance of CNWRA work. Examples of non-CNWRA intellectual
property include (i) copyrighted documents, books, journals and magazines; (ii) notes,
messages and postings in which the authors retain copyright; and (iii) most computer
programs, especially operating systems and utility software. All staff members shall
protect non-CNWRA intellectual property and store it in a manner consistent with its
protection from theft. Non-CNWRA intellectual property shall only be used in the
manner prescribed in its accompanying documentation. Non-CNWRA intellectual
property shall not be released to un-authorized recipients.

9.4

U.S. copyright and patent laws are written to protect the interests of authors, inventors,
and software developers in their products. Software license agreements serve to increase
compliance with copyright and patent laws. It is against federal law and CNWRA policy
to violate the copyrights or patents on computer software. It is against CNWRA policy
and may be a violation of state or federal law to violate software license agreements.

9.5

The CNWRA UNIX source code license binds each and every user to respect the
proprietary nature of the UNIX operating system and its source code. The specifics of the
operating system may not be taught, nor may the system or any part thereof (including
source code) be moved to, or copies released to any non-licensed software.
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3.2

Only properly authorized persons may access CNWRA local area network facilities.
Proper authorization is provided by CNWRA in the form of an account issued in the
name of the authorized person. To use CNWRA computer resources, any person
(consultant, subcontractor, temporary employee, student, or guest) will ask a CNWRA
staff member to request authorization from his or her EM who should request account(s)
and computer resources from the cognizant IMS group staff member.

3.3

CNWRA local area network facilities may not be used for any personal activity that is
not related to CNMWRA business. CNWRA computer related systems are provided for use
in support of CNWRA business only. CNWRA computer related systems may not be
used for private gain, political purposes, charity solicitations, or non-CNWRA business
purposes under any circumstances.

3.4

CNWRA local area network facilities and network connections may not be used for the
purposes of making unauthorized connections to, breaking into, or adversely affecting
the performance of other systems on the network. The ability to connect to other systems
via the network does not imply the right to make use of or even connect to these systems
unless properly authorized by the owners of those systems.

STAFF MEMBER RESPONSIBILITIES
4.1

Each CNWRA staff member is responsible for any and all activity initiated in CNWRA
local area network facilities by anyone using his or her account. A staff member should
not allow others to use his or her account.
Each staff member is responsible for securing his/her computer when unattended. This
can be accomplished by logging out or locking his/her workstation. In the event that a
staff member uses a general-purpose or walkup computer, he/she is responsible for
securing that machine when unattended and logging off the computer when he/she is
finished using it.

4.2

Each CNWRA staff member is responsible for selecting a secure password for his or her
account and for keeping that password secure from non-authorized users. Passwords
should not be written down, stored on-line, or given to others without extreme caution
and great need.

Passwords should NOT consist of or include any of the following:
*

Login name in any form (as-is, reversed, capitalized, doubled, etc.).

*

First, middle, or last name in any form. Don't use any nicknames you may have.

*

Spouse's or children's name.

*

Word(s) contained in English or foreign language dictionaries, spelling lists, or
other lists of words.
Password of all digits, or all the same letter.
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9.6

Software in use on CNWRA facilities, unless it is stored in areas specifically marked as
containing copyable software, may not be copied to magnetic tape, or hard or floppy
disks. Backups are maintained by the CNWRA; users may not make copies of licensed
software. Licensed software may not be used on personal (home) computers, unless the
specific license permits.

9.7

Source code for licensed software may not be included in software that is released for use
outside the CNWRA, unless explicitly authorized by CNWRA or SwRI management.

9.8

The use of "freeware" and "shareware" software packages are prohibited on the CNWRA
LAN unless specifically authorized and installed by the CNWRA IMS group staff
members. Use of commercial off-the-shelf software that has been "cracked" to
circumvent the licensing requirements of the software manufacturer is not permitted
under any circumstance.
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